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In *The Book of Chilam Balam of Chumayel*, it is said:

Katun 11 Ahau is set upon the mat, set upon the throne, when their ruler is set up.... The heavenly fan, the heavenly wreath and the heavenly bouquet shall descend. The drum and rattle of the lord of 11 Ahau shall resound, when flint knives are set into his mantle.... Ahau 11 is the beginning of the count, because this was the katun when the foreigners arrived. They came from the east when they arrived. Then Christianity also began. The fulfillment of its prophecy is [ascribed] to the east.... This is a record of the things which they did. After it had all passed, they told of it in their [own] words, but its meaning is not plain.

Despite the explosion of books, videos and TV shows that claim to penetrate the mystery of "2012"—the numerical shorthand for the completion on December 21, 2012, of the thirteenth B’ak’tun cycle in the Long Count of the Maya calendar—consensus about its meaning seems to remain elusive. The discussion about the significance of 2012 falls generally into two distinct camps: "New Age" authors who see this date as marking the advent of an imminent, universally accelerated psychic/spiritual evolution and professional astronomers and ethnologists who generally discount such metaphysical claims.

*Christ and the Maya Calendar* approaches the significance of 2012 by spiritually penetrating phenomena of today. Drawing on the book of Revelation—which provides an archetype for understanding spiritual history, as well as Rudolf Steiner's Apocalyptic indications—a completely new context for grasping the end date of the Maya calendar emerges. In a November 1919 lecture, Steiner made a stunning remark: "Ahriman skilfully prepares his goal beforehand...[and] will find an important instrument for preparing his incarnation. His incarnation is undoubtedly coming, and this lack of insight will enable him to prepare it triumphantly."

The subtitle of this book—"2012 and the Coming of the Antichrist"—refers to this coming incarnation of Ahriman. In fact, Steiner narrowed the timeline for Ahriman's incarnation, saying it would come "before only a part of the third millennium has run its course." Just after Christmas 1919, Steiner revealed more about the impending incarnation of Ahriman, saying almost offhandedly that Ahriman's name might be "John William Smith." With this remark, he clearly pointed to the incarnation occurring in the English-speaking West, while other remarks made it is certain Steiner meant that the incarnation would take place in America.

In addition to penetrating the spiritual background of our time in relation to the coming of the Antichrist (the incarnation of Ahriman), the authors explore the significance of the Mexican mysteries and present a wealth of new research with the intention of helping the reader to navigate the Apocalyptic scenario currently shaping up, with the global financial crisis as one important expression. Most important, the authors refer to the Second Coming of Christ as the true event of our time; the incarnation of Satan/Ahriman is its shadow. The authors also show the significance of Divine Sophia as the antidote to negative consequences of Ahriman's incarnation.

Finally, as a positive manifestation of the world of spirit in our time, the book discusses the significance of the young anthroposophist, Judith von Halle, who since Easter 2004 has born the stigmata, the visible signs
of the wounds of Christ.

**A Note on the Title**

The word *Antichrist* is used in the title and throughout this book, and there are at least two ways in which this word may be understood. The more general use of the word is found in the Bible and in Christian tradition, in which the Antichrist is understood to be the human being who bears the incarnated Satan (also called "Ahriman" in Persian tradition and, in Revelation 13 in the Bible, "The Beast"). This is how the word Antichrist is used in this book.

However, this general meaning should be distinguished from another, more specialized use of the word, as found in the spiritual science of Anthroposophy, which often uses the word *Antichrist* to designate the Sun Demon, known as Sorath in the Hebrew tradition, referred to as the "Beast whose number is 666," and as "the two-horned Beast" in Revelation 13. In this connection, Rudolf Steiner refers to "the False Prophet who represents the teachings of The Beast." The authors of this book discuss the significance of Sorath in chapters 7 and 8.

**Authors' Note**

Rudolf Steiner's large body of spiritual research has paved the way for further research encompassing thousands of volumes and numerous projects and social endeavors around the world. This book focuses upon Steiner's indications about the return of Christ, on the one hand, and the coming of the Antichrist, on the other hand. Both events, according to Steiner, are taking place, or will take place, in our time. Our endeavor is to provide a context in which the reader can find help to be able to grasp the larger picture as to the nature of the time in which we live. The purpose of the book is to draw attention to Christ's return in the realm of life forces known as the etheric, as well as to the impending physical incarnation of Ahriman as the Antichrist. The book is carefully written in the spirit of the age of the clear, critical consciousness of modern humanity to allow people to draw their own conclusions. Thus, it is not a matter of pointing the finger and pronouncing slogan-like statements. Rather, it is a matter of providing a context for the reader to arrive at a deeper grasp of what is taking place in the world at the present time, which can be attained only by way of hard study and the honest endeavor to attain a higher level of cognition. The main point is that the coming of the Antichrist is actually the shadow side of the much greater event of Christ's coming in the etheric realm, whereby Divine Sophia is actively working to help humanity to become aware of this greatest event of our time.

Central to Rudolf Steiner's impulse is the development of intuitive faculties, which he named Imagination, Inspiration, and Intuition. This means that, when research is presented, people—through the exercise of their intuitive faculties—come to their own cognition of the truth and do not depend simply upon what is said by those presenting the research. The goal is—and must be—to arrive at truth for oneself, not based upon anyone else's statements. Although, of course, the statements of others can be taken as a starting point for arriving at the truth. However, cognition of the truth depends upon the development of intuitive faculties going beyond intellectual speculation.

Since the publication of this book, various pronouncements—many of a speculative nature—have been made concerning the content of the book. The authors fully support the expression of freedom of thought and freedom of speech underlying statements about the book but obviously cannot be held responsible for the
conclusions drawn by others from the research presented in this book. Their concern is truth—in the spirit of the words: "You shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free" (John 8:32).

In relation to the Antichrist, called the Beast in chapter 13 of the Book of Revelation, his way (Revelation 13) is prepared by the Prophet of the Beast. Nowhere in this book are statements made identifying specific individuals as the Beast (Antichrist) or as the Prophet of the Beast. Yet, in this age of the Internet, all kinds of pro
From reader reviews:

Kara Corbett:

Reading a book tends to be new life style in this era globalization. With studying you can get a lot of information that may give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world may share their idea. Books can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire their very own reader with their story or perhaps their experience. Not only the storyline that share in the publications. But also they write about the knowledge about something that you need example of this. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your children, there are many kinds of book which exist now. The authors on this planet always try to improve their talent in writing, they also doing some analysis before they write to the book. One of them is this Christ and the Maya Calendar: 2012 and the Coming of the Antichrist.

Joshua West:

People live in this new day time of lifestyle always aim to and must have the spare time or they will get lot of stress from both day to day life and work. So , when we ask do people have extra time, we will say absolutely without a doubt. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity have you got when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer will unlimited right. Then do you ever try this one, reading publications. It can be your alternative within spending your spare time, the actual book you have read is definitely Christ and the Maya Calendar: 2012 and the Coming of the Antichrist.

Steven Parrish:

As we know that book is vital thing to add our know-how for everything. By a e-book we can know everything you want. A book is a set of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every year ended up being exactly added. This e-book Christ and the Maya Calendar: 2012 and the Coming of the Antichrist was filled regarding science. Spend your extra time to add your knowledge about your scientific research competence. Some people has different feel when they reading some sort of book. If you know how big good thing about a book, you can really feel enjoy to read a book. In the modern era like right now, many ways to get book that you just wanted.

Harrison Colon:

That e-book can make you to feel relax. This particular book Christ and the Maya Calendar: 2012 and the Coming of the Antichrist was bright colored and of course has pictures on the website. As we know that book Christ and the Maya Calendar: 2012 and the Coming of the Antichrist has many kinds or genre. Start from kids until teenagers. For example Naruto or Investigator Conan you can read and feel that you are the character on there. So , not at all of book tend to be make you bored, any it can make you feel happy, fun and chill out. Try to choose the best book for you and try to like reading in which.
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